Terms and conditions for participation of the Tattoo Convention
The main tenant / participant (TN) is responsible for the entire stand, stand rental, timely and
proper assembly and disassembly. The stand must be properly equipped and staffed during the
entire duration of the event at the appointed opening times. Stand construction must be completed
by the beginning of the event. If the stand is not occupied during the event, the TN must pay a
penalty in the amount of the stand fee, but at least 300 euros. Cleaning of the stand is the
responsibility of the TN. The TN disposes of his garbage. Additional disposal costs are calculated
according to the polluter pays principle.
The dismantling of the stand must be completed by no later than 11 pm on the last day of the
event.
With timely payment of the invoice, or receipt of the deposit, participation is considered confirmed.
If the invoice amount is not received by the due date, the organizer (VA) is entitled to revoke the
invoiced early booking conditions and to charge the usual fees.
If the participant revokes his participation after confirmation of participation the following regulation
applies:
• In case of cancellation until 31.10.2018 the participant owes no stand rental
• In case of cancellation until 31.12.2018, the participant owes 10% of the stand price
• In case of revocation until 31.03.2019, the participant owes 50% of the stand price
• In case of revocation after 31.03.2019, the participant owes the full stand price
• Additionally booked exhibitor passes, as well as catering does not owe the participant upon
revocation of the participation. Already paid amounts will be refunded to the participant.
By signing the application the participant permits the VA to publish the name of the participant, as
well as if necessary. further data and their storage.
The participant is not entitled to hand over the assigned stand to third parties.
It is not allowed to tattoo people on the convention, who are not of legal age, and to offer tattoos
under a price of 60, - Euro.
The VA is entitled to exclude the participant from the event if
1. The participant has given false information
2. Unreported or unauthorized goods should be issued
3. The participant has not completed the stand construction on time to the beginning
4. The stand rental has not been received in time or in full
5. The participant leaves his stand to third parties
6. The participant does not follow the instructions of the hygiene officer

7. The participant tattooed non-compliant motifs and / or right- or left-extremist motifs
8. The TN tattooed persons are not of age
9. The TN offers tattoos under a price of 60 euros
The VA is then released from its obligation to perform. The TN owes the full booth rental.
The participant is prohibited from offering paid entertainment, in particular music reproduction, on
the stands.
Attention is expressly drawn to the legal provisions on the fight against undeclared work, the
hygiene regulations and the tax and trade regulations.
The participant is aware that various authorities such as the youth welfare office, tax office, police,
public order and health office, registered and unannounced, as well as recognizable and hidden
controls can and will do.
The VA has the right, in the event of complaints by the authorities, in particular the local health
authority, to stop the participant effectively to comply with the requirements or to exclude the
participant from further participation in the event.
Each stand will receive a fixed number of exhibitor passes, which the participant has to carry
during the event. These are not transferable and disposable.
The general guarding of the exhibition space is taken over by the VA. The TN is responsible for the
supervision and guarding of the stand. The VA is not liable for loss or damage.
The TA is obliged to have a business liability insurance for the event.
The VA has the right to photograph and film. The participant cedes all rights to the VA resulting
from filming and photographing his stand, his person, his employees, customers goods and
services.
Collateral agreements are only legally binding if they are in writing and confirmed by the VA.
If any provision of these conditions of participation and exhibition is ineffective, the validity of the
remaining provisions shall not be affected.

Organizer:
Tattoo Convention Alsfeld, M. Krekeler, PO Box 20 03 06, 34082 Kassel
Duration of event and opening hours:
Saturday, 01. June 2019 - 12.00 to 22.00
Sunday, 02. June 2019 - 11.00 to 20.00
Place:
Hessenhalle Alsfeld, An der Hessenhalle 1, 36304 Alsfeld
Construction times:
Friday, May 31, 2019 - 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm
Saturday, June 01, 2019 - 08:30 to 11:50
Discharging times:
Sunday, 02 June 2019 - 20:00 to 23:00

